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Gavin Burton, Web Developer
Qualifications
Degree:
BSc Software Engineering 2:1, De Montfort University,
Leicester
A Levels:
A Level English Literature, A
A Level Computing, A
A Level History, B

Contact Details
www.gavinburton.com
gavin@gavinburton.com
I prefer to be contacted by email.
Gavin Burton on Linkedin
uk.linkedin.com/in/gavinburtonsoftwareengineer

Personal Attributes
I like to see the fruits of my labor in the hands of real people. I have trained myself in my spare time to work with
a variety of environments and languages. I write maintainable, high performance code, and like it to be simple and
reliable. I have an eye to onging maintainence costs and how to keep them as low as possible. I'm happy working
with a broad range of technologies and will adapt to new situations quickly, researching things in my own time if
the need arises. I am comfortable working in a team and alone.
In my spare time I turn my programming skills to video game development. I have professional experience with
web applications and software development but I also have a good background knowledge of various
programming styles. I am open minded, never to feel the need to force my styles on others, and can communicate
with non technical people with no trouble. Above all, I want my work to make a positive impact, and will work for
any employer who I believe is making a positive contribution.
I am a Web Applications Developer, so my primary skill is in producing interactive web applications for both fun
and serious purposes. I can develop and manage the whole software stack, including source control, hosting, and
deployment.
I have a broad range of professional and personal experience, and learn new environments and toolsets very
quickly.
Web Applications (Full Stack)

SVN (Subversion)

Microsoft Visual Studio

C# / .NET

HTML5 / CSS / Javascript

jQuery

MS SQL / TSQL

PHP

MySQL

LAMP Hosting Setup and

Eclipse

C++ (MSVC++ and g++)

Management

Java

Node.js

Google Visualisations

Current Employment
Web Developer, Distinction ltd, August 2015 to present

I currently work for Distinction ltd, as a web developer, I create C# ASP.net, and Kentico applications for various
clients.
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Previous Employment
Web Applications Developer, Teacher2Parents ltd, September 2012 to August 2015

I worked for Teachers2Parents, on their MIS and school behaviour management system, School Pod. We used
Google Visualisations, Dojo, CSS, Javascript, HTML, MS SQL / TSQL and Java to build a large web application with
reporting, timetabling, assessment, and attendance modules.
I was tasked with maintaining several important areas of the application, many of which were subject to a high
volume of feature requests. My most important responsibilities included maintaining the timetabling system, which
I particularly enjoyed, and writing and maintaining their reporting tools. I wrote or maintained several API's, which
are used for core aspects of the product. I built some features from the ground up, other things I upgraded when
customers made feature requests. The company was always adding new features, and the product was always
growing.
I was also trusted as a key holder and would secure the premises in the evenings.

Experiences Gained at Teachers2Parents
Working for this company for 3 years, I experienced a high volume, highly agile environment, with feature
requests being processed at rapid speed. I developed and maintained various modules, all of which were in
constant flux. Schools would occasionally require something in an emergency, for example if they recieved notice
of an inspection and required a new report.
Reporting

Many of the reporting tools in SchoolPod have to deal with a large volume of data, as schools gather data rapidly
as they take attendance, record incidents, and schedule classes. I learned how to write high performance code in
TSQL, and I also learned to write user interfaces for web applications had to run on older browsers, right down to
Internet Explorer 7.
Using the company's inhouse reporting framework, coupled with Google Visualisations, I was able to produce
high performance reports which brought data across from various parts of the system, allowing schools to
visualise various forms of data.
I was able to greatly simplify the codebase from the state it was in following the first wave of development, cutting
down on the volume of code, and introducing reusable API's, practices and techniques which the company
treated as a standard.
Native HTML Printing

In tune with their policy that users should not have to go through complex setup procedures for their software, I
had to enable printing in many screens across the product, which had to function from the browser. I added print
functionality and developed a series of tricks and processes which were adopted by other members of the team,
and improved upon. For example, a sudden customer request was received to add printing to a progress tracking
tool, and I had this functioning in record time. Another request was to add a totally new print format for
timetables, which I was able to turn around within 2 days. I was still able to strike a balance between rapid release
and quality code; Despite the rushed coding, other developers were able to pick it up and modify and upgrade it
shortly afterward.
Timetabling

The Timetable module was a core part of the product, and I was able to upgrade this over time from the very early
beginnings to an advanced timetabling application with printing functionality. I was able to produce a highly
interactive UI and visualise the timetable of a given student, teacher, or location on paper for print purposes. I
implemented a number of highly complex upgrades to its fundamental data structure, while maintaining the
modular structure to ensure backward compatibility.
Dashboard

I was the primary developer of the Dashboard screen in SchoolPod, and produced a variety of small applications in
limited space. These had to load quickly and be compatible with low end devices and outdated browsers, since one
of the selling points of the product was that it required minimal setup on the user's end. I improved its data
structure, standardised the code and cut future development time down considerably.
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Older Professional Experience
Web Developer, Go MAD Thinking, June 2009 to July 2010

On an industrial placement during my degree, I worked with the internal development team at Go MAD, in
Loughborough, as a web developer. We used Zend Framework, PHP5, and the Dojo framework. During this time
we worked exclusively on the iCheev project, producing the company's web based teaching tool. One of the big
parts of the project that I produced was a pure Javascript diagramming tool; one of the absolute requirements of
this tool was that it should function without any browser plugins. Some interesting approaches were used to
meet this requirement.
Software Engineer, Alberon (known at the time as Alberon Systems) 2004 to 2005

My first programming job was at a company called Alberon Systems, using PHP4 to build sites for clients. This was
before PHP became an object oriented language so we did everything using a procedural methodology. My main
task during my employment was to develop a website for an Essex estate agent, and I had to interface with a third
party database using an unusual FTP based API. The company also sold domains and sublet server space, and my
secondary responsibilities were to provide technical support for both software and hosting customers over the
phone.
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